Regge-pole dominance cuts, background integral
77"
77° _ i.e. of neglecting the non-resonating background. The second description is the exchange of Regge poles, and it is useful at high energies (h.e.), where typical features are forward peaks, energy dependence sa, and structure at fixed t (see figure 2). The two descriptions are very different; resonance formation corresponds to poles in the s channel, Regge exchange to poles in the t channel. Duality says that there are direct relations between these two descriptions, that they are equiva lent in a certain sense. In complete contrast, the interference models postulate that one must add the two descriptions. (If lowest order perturbation theory was relevant to strong interactions, one would be led to adding the diagrams.) Each of the two descriptions (resonances, Regge poles) is by itself an approxima tion to a complete description: approximation complete description neglected resonance saturation
(1) fixed t dispersion non-resonating background relation (2) partial wave expansion Regge expansion [ 257 ] 259
After having done this replacement, we deform the semicircles. Different deforma tions are needed depending on the value of For > -1 we contract the upper semicircle to a straight path from v = +iV + ie to v = -(and similarly in the lower half-plane). This gives Although the information used in f.e.s.r. is a low-energy average, the f.e.s.r. give restrictions on the same Regge poles which are relevant above N. More precisely: the relative importance of a p' is the same in the Regge fit to d r.h.s. of the f.e.s.r. If a p' can be neglected above N, it can equally well be neglected on the r.h.s. of the f.e.s.r. Note that the daughter pole will become very important for v-> 0, it will blow up if a < 0, and the integral will diverge if a < -1. But all this is irrelevant because the daughter contribution on the r.h.s. of the f.e.s.r. will be negligible. In other words, if a f.e.s.r. with the p alone should fail by a factor of 2, it is not possible to blame this on daughters which are unimportant for After having convinced oneself that a one-Regge-pole approximation to irN c. ex. at t = 0 is good for v^ N ,one
261 This is shown on figure 4. We see that on the average the low-energy amplitude is given by the p Regge term. 
What is ?
A ( f ) F ig ure 5. Low-energy description on the average of Im = Piai)i[o'tot(T T '-P) + °'tot('rr+P)] by the Regge poles P and P ' as determined in the high-energy fits of (a) Rarita et at. (1968) and ( (ii) Because the peripheral resonances sit on almost no background, unitary requires g2 to be approximately real and positive. In order to see the contradiction between these two empirical facts and the gen eralized interference model, we evaluate the funny superconvergence relation implied by the interference model, equation (3), at = 0 and at = -0.5 GeV2 and take the difference. B y taking the difference we suppress the low partial waves (e.g. the S waves drop out). Therefore the superconvergence integral will be domi nated by the peripheral partial waves and cannot possibly vanish because of the empirical fact (point ii) explained above. The generalized interference model was invented because of the loop story, because the authors wanted to interpret Regge loops as being different from reson ance loops. (See the discussion of local duality below.) However, it is important to note that the generalized interference model is already in contradiction with average duality (f.e.s.r. duality), as we explained in the preceding paragraph.
Let us look back at figure 5; note in particular the region between the 1238 and the 1688. The full amplitude is below the Regge amplitude. The authors of the generalized interference model conclude that these holes are due to two new hypo thetical resonances with negative g2, one between the 1 between the 1520 and the 1688. C. Schmid (Discussion Meeting) Jengo (1968) tries to construct interference models by considering 'superconvergent resonance contributions \e.g.
exP [ -( s t h -# ]
Depending on the choice of Er and y, the imaginary part of shown in figure 6. The resonance proper is accompanied by an equally large negative contribution. What this discussion shows is that analyticity by itself is not sufficient; if one constructs models that are crazy enough, one can get around duality. Some where along the line one needs some empirical input.
What is duality'l 263 This is a linear relation (f.e.s.r.) between the particles in two different channels. Of course it was always clear that there had to be some connexion between the poles in the crossed channels, but nobody realized that such a simple, linear connexion existed (f.e.s.r. duality). With this additional assumption, global duality (= average duality = f.e.s.r. duality) is nothing more than what follows from the three assumptions:
(1) analyticity, In the integral J Im A 'v2dv the dominating i.e. resonances all vanish GeV2. Therefore the h.e. amplitude A' must vanish at the same r value. This illu strates the power and the limitations of f.e.s.r. from a practical point of view. Just by looking at h.e. data it is very hard to establish this zero in A', because the helicity flip amplitude dominates. Since dcr/dt is a sum of four squares, it is hard to disentangle and to determine the signs of the amplitudes. At l.e. the disentangling has been done for us by the people who determined the J p of the resonances or did the complete phase-shift analysis. Therefore f.e.s.r. allow us to determine each h.e. amplitude separately. This is the power. The limitation comes from the fact that f.e.s.r. cannot practically discriminate between Regge poles and Regge cuts. In connexion with A' the question arises: is it possible that the pole term in vanishes at ocp = 0, but that the (absorptive) cut moves this zero from t = -0.6 GeV2 to t = -0.2 GeV2? F.e.s.r. tells us what the amplitude is; it does not tell us whether it is a pole or a cut.
We have discussed how the low-energy N* resonance 'generate via analyticity' or 'build-up via analyticity' the high-energy p Regge pole. This type of 'building What is duality ?
up ' is at the root of the f.e.s.r. bootstrap (to be discussed below). However, the term * building up ' has been used in different ways and has also been misused. Let me make a few comments. The concept of resonance dominance cannot possibly be defined for the real part of the amplitude, where one has long-range tails ~ 1 /s. The integral over it is zero if we integrate symmetrically, and it diverges if we integrate to oo. All these difficulties are absent if we integrate Im F and th we treat the tails; one always gets approximately the narrow resonance result. In a resonance dominance scheme one must construct Re F via fixed t dispersion rela tions. Take, The t channel poles, which are contained in A{s, t), are generated by the divergence of the integral over the s channel (and u channel) singularities. The new element in the f.e.s.r. approach is the fact that we need no longer know DsA(s', t) for s' -> oo; we only have to know it for s' < sN, and then the particular Regge ansatz allows us to generate the asymptotic behaviour, which in turn generates the t channel poles. It is trivial to say that s channel (and u channel) singularities build up the t channel singularities. This is nothing more than what is expressed by fixed t dis persion relations. The non-trivial part is that the s channel spectral function, DSA, can be approximated, for s < sN, by poles, and that the asymptotic term in s (i.e. the leading Regge pole) is a reasonable approximation down to sN. Average duality (= f.e.s.r. duality) is not something you can prove a priori; rather it follows from two empirical approximations (pole dominance at l.e. and at h.e.) and from analyticity.
We shall now show how one can predict the meson masses (and couplings) from the baryon masses and couplings. This example is analogous to the tht bootstrap described elsewhere (Schmid 1968 a). We consider the s channel K N ->-KN with Is = 0 and saturate the low-energy region with the F* (see Kim 1967; BarashSchmidt, Barbaro-Galtieri, Price, Rosenfeld, Soding & Wohl 1969). The u channel, K N -K N , contains no (or only very weak) resonances. In our resonance saturation scheme the left-hand cut (u channel imaginary part) will be zero, and the t channel Regge poles will be exchange degenerate. Therefore we combine each oddsignature Regge term (e.g. the p) with the corresponding even-signature term (e.g. the A2) into a single Regge term which will have only a right-hand cut. We further assume that the p-A2 trajectory is degenerate with the oj-f trajectory, and that the <p-f' trajectory decouples from NN. Since we consider only Is = 0, the two t channel isospins occur in one definite linear combination and can be combined into one term. This leaves us with one t channel Regge pole. (The pomeron must be left out in a resonance saturation scheme; see the talk of Harari at this meeting, p. 355). I f we now take the ratio of the two lowest moment f.e.s.r. we obtain and similarly for the helicity flip amplitude B. (If we had a Regge pole with definite signature, e.g. odd signature, we should have to take the ratio of two even moments.) We choose the limit of integration N half-way between the Y*(f+, 1815) and the What is duality ? Y * (|-, 2100). For our application at t^ mp the leading Y completely dominates over the resonances in lower partial waves (Schmid 1969a), which are therefore neglected. Equation (6) A clean experimental test of the predicted exchange degeneracy is shown in figure 8 (Schmid 1969a) . We see in figure 8a , that the Aa trajectory |+ , f + ,... is indeed quite accurately degenerate with the Ay trajectory f ", , But it is not only the trajectory functions that are degenerate, but also the residue functions.
Schmid (Discussion Meeting)
If we draw in figure 86 a smooth curve through the couplings of i +5f-+,- §+> We consider the helicity flip amplitude for ttN charge exchange, B (-). We shall partial-wave analyse _B(-) in the direct channel and thereby obtain circles on the Argand diagrams corresponding to the prominent experimental N* resonances.
The usual high-energy parametrization is
The factor l/r(a ) kills the poles which would otherwise appear at = -1, -3,... (ghost-killing factor). It also produces zeros in |Rc ex.| at a = 0, -2 ,..., i.e. at the unphysical wrong signature points. These zeros are observed as dips in dcrjdt at t « -0.6 and t & -2.5 (GeV)2. E is the laboratory energy of the it. /? is the residue function and depends on t. However, an exponential t dependence of /? can always be absorbed by a redefinition of E0. The fits to the high-energy data for show that /? « constant for E0 = 0.7 GeV in the parametrization (7). We now take this high-energy fit and extrapolate it down to iab = 1.7 GeV/c; it fits the data roughly, even at these energies. In particular, the dip at -0.6 (GeV)2 persists down to this energy, and the magnitudes of the near forward peak and of the second ary peak are correctly given by the extrapolation.
We partial-wave analyse B(E, z) in the direct channel
We integrate out to 180°, but in a first approximation we ignore the small backward peak coming from N exchange. The result of this partial wave analysis is shown in Im Bj(s) has peaks in s, although Im B(s, t) for fixed t goes like sa(t) and has no peaks This is easily understood i f we recall that the observed resonances form a sequence of peaks with increasing l, with their masses arranged in such a way that they have a very similar t dependence (although their angular distribution looks very different if plotted on a cos 6 axis); e.g. their first zero in t is at approximately the same place for all prominent resonances in the energy region under consideration. Since these resonances overlap strongly, they add up to a function which is fairly smooth in s and has only small wiggles. It is important to see that in using the Regge formula (7) we only neglect these remaining wiggles, but we include the main bulk of the resonances. If we go to fixed l we pick out one resonance from this sequence, and it will show up as a peak in Im Bt. Note that the wiggles are too small to be observed experimentally forplab > 2 GeV/c and t fixed in the near forward or in the secondary peak regions. Local duality can only work because the N* resonances in B e ex happen to be highly correlated and strongly overlapping. = 2, is r ( l -a t)/r( -1 -a t) = ( -at) ( -1 -This is a quadratic function in t, therefore also quadratic in z8, and it spin 2, 1,0.
C. Schmid (Discussion
(ii) We can write a dispersion relation at fixed t. Because the spectral function consists of poles only, the dispersion integral simplifies and becomes a sum of polê A aa does not contain these poles, the approximation breaks down if we penetrate the wedge. Similarly, the Regge asymptotic form is a good approxima tion to the full amplitude B for real s. Both amplitudes contain the resonance circles. But if we go below the physical axis, the approximation breaks down, and Baa does not contain the resonance poles.
In the physical case, for B, everything is rotated a little bit such that the poles lie on a ray s = (1 -ie) A, while the upper boundary of the wedge is rotated into the real 5 axis and represents the physical region, Im s = 0. The Regge pole formula represents, for Im s ^ 0 and \s\ -> oo, the effect of the resonances. The fact that the Regge pole formula does not contain the second-sheet poles is irrelevant, because it was never supposed to represent the full amplitude on the second sheet, i.e. for Im s < 0.
A more detailed discussion of the question of interpretation of Argand diagram loops generated by Regge exchange has been given elsewhere (Schmid 19696).
When talking about practical aspects of local duality, we must remember that it can only apply at intermediate energies. It obviously fails badly for the narrow, isolated resonances at low energies, such as the 1238 or the 1520. The region of the N* 1920, 2190, 2420, i.e.^iab = 1.2 to 3.0 GeV/c, seems best. But even in that region it is a rough approximation. While the position and the strength (g2 ~ Pr) are reasonably well approximated in the Regge loops, the detailed shape is not, the width r comes out too large by a factor of ~ 1.5, and the speed on the Argand diagram shows the wrong behaviour.
The greatest obstacle to a detailed investigation of Regge loops is our lack of knowledge of a reliable Regge input for the region 0 ^ |£| ^ 2.5 GeV2 for A' and B of P', p (in the case of ttN -> irN) .
Reliable means that we should be sure where the various zeros of the amplitudes occur. Note that, for example, the second zero of A'p (its first zero is at « -0.2 GeV2) is still very poorly known.
My original motivation, in 1967, to investigate the partial wave projection of Regge amplitudes was to gain a better understanding of f.e.s.r. duality. The results were more striking than I had expected. But even today an important role of local duality is to give us confidence that average duality is a really meaningful concept, i.e. that resonances are really in some way already contained in a Regge-pole term. Whether local duality can be used for practical purposes, such as obtaining the quantum numbers and good values for the masses of the resonances from a Regge input, remains to be demonstrated. This programme will involve a lot of work, and I have no doubt that on the way one will learn a lot more about strong interaction physics.
C. Schmid (Discussion Meeting)
What is duality ? model the degeneracy is then the highest. I am not quite sure whether it is compat ible with the usual statistical explanation of the energy behaviour of the 90° elastic scattering. One usually thinks that the 90° elastic scattering cross-section drops exponentially with the energy because of a statistical Boltzmann factor. I f one had an exponential degeneracy of levels even for very low spins, this explanation might no longer hold. In any case my argument uses the Regge-like asymptotic behaviour for fixed t. Therefore it does not work for very small spins; but only for impact para meters larger than some lower limit, therefore only for spins which are sufficiently high.
C. S c h m id : I should like to make a comment about that. We make a few idealiza tions which seem to be useful in a particular range of applications. Let us not be ashamed: we really took these idealizations from experiment. After making those idealizations, we have a tendency to stick to them strictly. But in fact, they may well be quite bad when applied to cases so different from those considered originally. I think there is a danger that this may apply to the preceding remarks, and that the conclusions reached may be invalid as a consequence. A further practical remark is that at high energies you cannot really distinguish between a pole and a non resonating background; therefore you cannot be sure whether factorization should be applied. So I am rather unclear about the relevance of Dr Krzywicki's remark to the use of the Veneziano amplitude as a good, approximate phenomenological scheme. E. S q u ir e s (Durham University)'. Could I just make two remarks on the title of Dr Schmid's talk. I hesitate to question his definition of duality since I think he invented it. The first definition given was of 'average duality', which is basically that an integral up to N, of the imaginary part of the amplitude, is equal to something determined by the leading Regge poles. This result, as Dolen, Horn & Schmid first showed us, is a consequence of Regge pole dominance and nothing else, and I am not sure that it is useful to introduce a new name for Regge pole dominance. (I may have a slight prejudice here because of course Regge pole dominance is not something we can argue about, and perhaps we ought to make duality something we can argue about!). So to make ' duality' something that is new, I think it is neces sary to make the further assumption of resonance saturation of this integral. Now, it seems to me that what one is trying to do is fit the imaginary part with poles, and it is quite clear that, within any given approximation, one can either fit the amplitude with poles or one can fit, as for example Dr Donnachie is going to tell us this afternoon, the amplitude minus the Regge background with poles. Or if one wants to think of any other background one can fit the difference between that and the amplitude with poles. Having fitted it, of course, then the building up of the Regge poles at high energies automatically follows because of course one has fitted the data, and the data clearly satisfy all these finite energy sum rules. So, we have an experimental question as to which is the most economical fit, i.e. fitting just the amplitude with a series of poles, or fitting, as the interference model does, the dif ference between the amplitude and the Regge background with a sum of poles, or something else intermediate. And therefore it is an experimental question whether the duality idea, which is resonance saturation, or the interference model or some thing else, is to give the most reasonable fit. Now, I think, for reasons which I am sure are going to come out later, that it is very difficult at present to make a meaning ful test, since we do not have good enough Regge pole fits. I would urge that this is an experimental question and we need very good fits both at high energy and coming down to the lower energy, before we can answer these questions. Now, finally, let me come to a question. I think we once tended to have the pre judice that all resonance residues had to be positive, that is, we wrote them as 2, which tended to indicate they had to be positive. I think we have now realized that some can be negative, and that in general in fact they are complex numbers. Dr Schmid still seemed to be thinking that there was a certain class which he called peripheral, which had positive residues ? C. S c h m id : This last conclusion is also supported by Dr Donnachie's fit to the experimental data. Now, as Dr Squires said at the beginning, we have here only the notion of finite energy sum rules taken together with leading Regge pole dominance (let me just say Regge) and that is nothing new. Well, this already says that the resonances on the average are contained in Regge. If one had said that two years ago, people would have felt surprised. I agree there is nothing really new here in terms of input, but by confronting these two requirements (Regge and analyticity) one gets an output which is certainly quite new. Secondly, of course, we cannot do anything here from first principles. In general, I agree with Dr Squires when he says we have to leave it up to the experimenters to decide the situation. However there are ties between various experimental observations, and some observations seem more obvious than others, so in detail I do not quite agree with him. I think that now, with the less detailed, but better established experimental assumptions we now have, namely resonance dominance at low energy, and with analyticity, Regge pole dominance, etc., the interference model is already excluded without our having to wait for a complete experimental fit. It is clear it would be quite desirable now to have a revival of Regge pole fits as an input, except that in a very few cases one does not really know where the zeros of the Regge pole amplitudes are, and these zeros are absolutely crucial. 278 uncorrelated with what happens in other states of lower angular momentum. I f you have a number of resonances, all these resonances just cannot be splattered down in the L plane at random. They must be correlated. Now, of course, this is something that has to be taken into account in a duality model or in an interference model; it is something that has to be lived with, when we argue about either case. Of course, something that starts with a Regge pole expansion has this sort of correlation auto matically built in. It is not often taken into account in discussing interference type models, but it is something that you would necessarily expect to find, that residues of some particular sign in some partial waves, should generally be correlated some how with the residues in other partial waves. Therefore I wonder whether by taking these extra conditions into account, this would not really make it harder to distinguish empirically or phenomenologically between the interference model and the duality model.
C. S c h m id :
Dr Cutkosky said that high L and lowly are connected by analyticity, and so they must have some correlation. I certainly agree, in principle, but it is pos sible that you may have resonance dominance in the first case and important backgrounds in the second case. I will just state an analogous case, low s and high s, with fixed t; as you know, these two are correlated. All the same, at low s you have resonance dominance and at high s, s channel background. So I agree there is corre lation in principle. But it is quite possible that one has resonance dominance for peripheral partial ways, but the opposite situation, resonances with a great deal of background, for the central partial waves. R. Cu t k o s k y : Let me amplify one small point. What I mean is that the reson ances for low L must be correlated with the resonances for high L; if you take the Veneziano model, for example, they are extremely rigorously correlated. Of course there is background, too, which is also correlated. This is something that you have automatically built into all of your dual models and you have to remember that this can, in fact must, be built into the interference models too. We have to remember that there are also other consistency relations to use in fitting the amplitude. C. S c h m id : I agree that the partial waves must be highly correlated; particularly at high energy, there is a very strong correlation between high L and low L. But who tells you how to split up a low partial wave into resonances and background? In the Veneziano model this is done by definition, everything is due to resonances and there is no background. This is one idealized case, an extreme case which is not substantiated by Nature.
